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Introduction



Introduction

• Supervised Classification : give label to unlabelled data, learn how to label with
examples

• Unsupervised Classification or Clustering : goup similar data

• E-mail classification: spam or ham

• CME classification

• detection of groups of similar website visitors
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Non exhaustiv list of classification methods

• k-Nearest Neighbors

• Support Vector Machine

• Decision Tree and Random Forest

• Deep Learning (Neural networks)
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Curse of dimensionality // overfitting

• high dimension feature space => enormous amount of training data

• overfitting // poor generalization: neural network learn ”by heart”

• Need of dimensionality reduction tools

• feature selection: selection of a subset of relevant features
• feature extraction: build derived informative and non-redondand features
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Dimentionality reduction



PCA

• PCA Principal Component Analysis
• main idea: find projection on the hyperplane that lies closest to the data
• preserve the maximum amount of variance
• minimize the mean square error between original datasests and projected
datasets
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Autoencoders

• Autoencoders (auto-associative neural network) : use to learn efficient
representation of the input data

• learn the identity: copy inputs to outputs, minimize MSE between inputs and
output
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PCA and Autoencoders

• using tie Autoencoder, with MSE and with linear activations one can see that PCA
and Autoencoders are equivalent
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PCA and autoencoder: Reconstruction

• reconstruction from 784 dimensions to 1, 2 and 10 dimensions
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Undercomplete Autoencoders

• hidden layer if smaller than input and output layers
• the network needs to learn a lossy compression of datasets
• possibility to add prior (weight regularisation)
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Stacked Autoencoders

• stack several hidden layers

• represention of more complex relationship for compression

• learn sequentially each hidden layer, group all layers for fine tuning
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Examples in Hyperspectral imaging



Hyperspectral imaging

• Stack of images

• Each image = narrow wavelength range of electromagnetic spectrum

Example:

• AVARIS Sensor

• 145x145 pixels images

• 224 bands (0.4 to 2.5 ∗ 10−6 meters)

• agriculture, forest, natural vegetation
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Example 1
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Example 1: data
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Example 1: AE

Reconstruction with 1, 100, 1000 epochs
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Example 1: Classification results

Classification results (KSC and Pavia datasets)
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Example 2
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Example 2: AE
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Example 2: Results
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Conclusion



Conclusion

• Autoencoders are powerful tools to perform dimensionality reduction

• Improvements of classification results using AE

• First step towards a full non supervised classification
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Deep Embedded Clustering
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Deep Embedded Clustering
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Deep Embedded Clustering
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Test on HSI datasets
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